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1. INTRODUCTION - TWO WAYS TO SEE CP VIOLATION 

Before 1964 the two khan llavor eigenstates K’ and I? carrying strangeness fl were 
believed to be CP - conjugate and mixed by a CP-conserving weak interaction into mars 
eigenstatea IKs) and IKL) which were also CP eigenstates with opposite eigenvalues. Very 
different lifetimes arise (7s = 9 x 10-l’ set; sr. = 5 x lO%ec ) because the dominant 2~ decay 
mode with largest phase apace is allowed by CP only for KS. KL -t 2r WM a transition 
between CP-eigenetatea with opposite eigenvalues and therefore forbidden. 

So far the only experimental evidence for CP violation is the 1964 discovery’ of 
Kr. -) 2s where the two maw eigenstates produced by neutral meson mixing both decay 
into the same CP eigenstate. This result is described by two parameters, 

b+~-ITW _ t 
7+-=(*+*-,T,Ks) =etc; r),. E p; 1;:; E L - 2r’ (1.1) 

Today L c its 1964 value, d data are still inconclusive and there is no new evidence for CP 
violation. One might expect to observe similar phenomena in other systems and alw direct 
CP violation m charge symmetries between decays of charge conjugate hadrons H* -+ J*. 
Why is it so hard to find CP violation? How can B Physics help? Does CP lead beyond 
the standard model? We now present a pedestrian symmetry approach which exhiL&r the 
difficulties and future possibilities of these two types of CP-violation experiments, neutral 
meson mixing and direct charge asymmetry: what may work, what doesn’t work and why. 

a. CHARGE ASYMMETRIES -DIFFICULTIES AND POSSIBILITIES 

2. I How CPT complicates detection of CP Violalion 

Can decays of K+ and KM be different? For decays to charge conjugate final states 
I[*) described by the Fermi Golden Rule, CPT and hermiticity show there is no asymmetry, 

WK*-jt z @*/hII (f’l Kor IK*) I’,@,) (2.1) 
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I (J-I If.& W) I = CPTl (f-l &r W) I = I w+I &A If+) I _ 1 
I (f+l fL* Ix+) I I (K+I d If+)’ I. I W+I fL* If+)’ I - 

(2.20) 

CPT also requires equal total widths of K+ and K-. Since s-wave elastic x*x* scattering8 
go into one another under CPT, u.r,.(n+n”) = u~~,,(zT-x~) is a very narrow Bruit-Wigner 
resonance at the kaon maw with the’same width for both charge states, 

rt.t(K+) = r,.,(K-) (2.26) 

Thus the following conditions are necessary far observation of charge-asymmetric decaya: 

1. Golden rule breaks down. This is exact first order perturbation theory and cao only 
break down where higher order contributions are important. Second-order weak contri- 
butions are negligible; thus higher order strong contributions are needed. 

2. Conspiracy of several decay modes. Total widths must be equal. Any asymmetry 
in the partial widths of a pair of conjugate modes must be compensated by opposite 
asymmetries in other modes. 

For kaons all charge &symmetry effects should be small. All principal decays lead to 
approximate strong S-matrix eigenstates and the golden rule should be good. S-wave x*x0 
is an exact eigeostate of strong S since no inelastic channels are open. The 3~ final states are 
dominated by I=1 s-wave and thus all nearly proportional to the same strong-s eigenstate. 
The I=3 component is AI = 512 and doubly suppressed by AI = l/2. 

2.2 Beating CPT /or Charge Asymmetries in El Physics 

Can decays of B+ and B- be different? Here many more channels are open, diflerent 
decay modes can conspire to give the same total width and final state rescatlering can beat 
the Fermi golden rule via higher order transitions in strong interactions; e.g. 

B- + ,%- + K-no. , E+ --t K”n+ --t K+T” (2.3) 

w*+,,+.. = IS.rM(K+*“) + S,.,M(Ic”n+)l’ 
W,-,,-“0 IS.rM(X-no) + .L,M(K+r-)lZ (2.4) 

where M(I*) 3 (/*I Hwr IB*) and S., and S,,. denote strong elastic and charge exchange 
scattering. This has no simple counterpart in the kaon system. Here both (Kn) .isospin 
eigenstates I = l/2 and I = 312 are AI = 1 and equally allowed. 

A CP-violating asymmetry can arise in a toy model with only B + Kn decays. The 
isospin eigenstates (Kn), are exact strong-S eigenstates. However, asymmetries can occur 
when final states are not strong eigenstates; e.g. It%“, Thus far I=112 and 312, 

IA((B+ - (Ka)~)l = IA{B- + (Xn)r)l (2.5) 

r,.,(i3+) = CI-{B+ - (I~~),) = r,,,(B-) = Cr{B- - (I?~),] (2.6) 
I I 

A[B* + J*) = CC:IA(B* --a (KT),)~ efiWre+ (2.7) 
, 

where C/ denotes isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Every &spin amplitude is written as 
the product 01 its magnitude, and weak and strong phase factors emi’“1 and e’*‘. The weak 

CP-vialatiog phase reverses sign under charge conjugation; the strong CP-conserving phase 
remains unchanged. Then 1=3/2 - l/2 i n er erence can produce charge asymmetry, t f 

IA(B+ + K+n”)I1 - IA{B- -+ Kmr”)Iz = -4C/CjlAtA+lsin(W! - W+)sin(S+ - St) 

(2.8a) 
IA{@ -+ K”n+)I’-(A{B- --t f?‘n-)I’= 4C;CIIAtA!Isin(Wt-WC)sin(St-St) (2.86) 

The asymmetries are seen to be equal and opposite for the two charge states, cancel 
in lhe total rates as expected from CPT and vanish unless both W* # Wt and St # St. 
The vanishing of the asymmetry when~ St = S’i is simply interpreted in view of eq. (2.4) 
since St = St implies oo charge exchange, S, = 0. Thus the condition for observing an 
asymmetry is that at leapt two amplitudes arising from different strong eigeostates must 
contribute, and that they must have both different strong phases and different weak phases. 

e.s Charge Asymmetry in Standard Model - Trees and Penguins in B + Kn Decays 

In thestandard model twodiagrams with different weak phases contribute to B - Kn 
decays via two different strong eigenstates and can produce a CP asymmetryl3. The tree 
diagram gives only Kfao; the penguin only 1=1/2 Kn. 

B+(L) -+(,,er,-+ ir + W+ + u -+ ti + u + .i + u + K+ + T’ (2.9a) 

8-(6i)-1(,,,,)-,utW-+~~ut8tst~--tK-+*’ (2.9b) 

B+(L) -ypmpuiny i+ W+ + u -+ 3 t u + (Kn)r,,/, (2.10a) 

B-(h) -+(pe”p.i”)-+ L + w- t 72 -+ 9 t 6 .-+ (Ka),.1,2 @lob) 

So far no penguin contributions have been unambiguously identified and all model 
calculations should be taken with a grain of salt. The tree has two suppressed weak vertices, 
6 --t u and d + u; the penguin hae no such suppression and may he strong enough to 
compete with the tree and produce tree-penguin interference and CP violation. 

Detection of B* -a Ksr*, forbidden in the simple tree diagram without final state 
interactions, would indicate either penguin or tree with final state interactions. Comparison 
with the K’n’ modes can check relative tree-penguin strength;. The two CP-violating ratios 
,*,*‘-X~r+,,I-,A,B--R.r-,l; a”d A B+-x*r* 1-l .9--K-“O 
,“(e+-.K*r+ ,‘+,r(B--n’*-), I~l~+-~+“~~+i?l~--~-“~~ll 

can test cp “io,ation o”er B 

wide range of relative penguin and tree contn utmns. Thear numerators are equal, but the 
denominator for the tree-allowed KG’ may be much larger if the penguin is relatvely small. 

9. SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF NEUTRAL MESON M” - J@’ MIXING 

9.1 A Quasispin Description OJ Neufral Meson Mizing 

We describe neutral meson mixing by a qua&pin SU(2) picture with the two flavor 
eigenstates of the meson system, denoted by M and &f defined as eigenstates of 0, with 
“spin up” and ‘spin dawn” respectively’,J”.‘, 

o. IM”) = IM”) ; 0. IhP) =.-I”“) (3.1) 
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Strong and electromagnetic interactions conserve quasispin. Weak interactions break qua- 
sispia. If CPT is conserved the m-58 eigenstates MS and ML are equal mixtures of M” sod 
&f*. We can then choose phases and the direction of the quasispin x axis to make 

IML) = (l/d)(IM”)+lni’)); 0. I&J = I&) i (Mdo. IAh) = (ML~o, IML) = 0 (3.2) 

If CP is conserved, MS and MI. are eigenstates of both CP and 0,. If CP is violated, MS 
and ML are not necessarily orthogonal and both can decay into the same CP eigenstate If), 
However, an orthonormal basis of linear combinations of the two mass eigenstates can always 
be constructed to forbid a given decay mode If) for one of the basis states, 

w+q=o; (qqM/) = 0 

This can be seen explicitly in the kaon case by using eqs. (1.1) 

(3.3) 

IK,?) E IK‘) - Ijo0 IKs); (s-“r”ITIIC,““) = 0 (3.4a) 

IK,?) E IX,) -‘I+- lK*); (n+a-pIK;) = 0; (*“*‘ITIK:) = -3r’(*“r”lTI&) 
(3.46) 

The parameter e’ expresses the dilTerence between the states I&$) and IK;). A Ii(:) beam 
should not decay to R+T-, while the decay K: -a mono is proportional to 6‘ and could be 
used in a null experiment to determine 0. 

The basis (3.3) determines a direction in quasispin space. If ML and M,’ are equal 
mixtures of M” and h?, which often occurs when I/) is a CP eigenstate, 

IM;) = (l/&!)(e’“l IM”) + e-ie~“~n;io)) = eie-*~‘*lM~); (M+, IM/) = 0 (3.5,~) 

1~:) = (~/fi)(e’*~ IM”) - e-‘*~/* 1~)) = -ie”~(s~+“)/a IM‘) ; (ML/ e.1~~) = 0 (3.56) 

Then the state Md defines an axis in the z - y plane at an angle 0, away from the z axis. 
The values of 0, for two different CP eigenstates are directly to the CP-violation parameters 
L and L’ in the Kahn case. If they are the same for two eigenatates, like r+r- and I%~, 
c’ = 0. If CP is conserved, 8, = 0 when f is a CP-eigenstate. 

The EPR effect provides a means for creating beams of particles in the state IM,!) 
defined by eq. (3.3). The decay of the odd-parity d-vector meson at rest into an odd-parity 
state of two neutral kaons with momenta k and -k can be described both in the (v; p) 
and (K:; Kf) bases. 

$+ K”(h)li”(-I) - K’(-i)K’(i) = K:(i)K;(-i) -K;(-i)K;(i) (3.6) 

If a decay K,$ --t x+x- is detected at -k’, the wave function collapses to make Kr beam at 
E. This proposal’, called *An experiment for the future” in 1966 is now being implemented 
at 4 factories. 

A similar approach to the B system, using the basis (3.3) and the odd-parity T(4S) 
as the B analog of the 4 gives 

‘f(4S) + B”(c)B”(-2) - B”(-i)L?(i) = B#B;(-E) - B,‘(-i)B,/(i) (3.7) 

The EPR effect is in common use in T(4_S) B decay experiment&‘, noting that detecting a 

81 -+ J at -k producer a 8,’ beam at k. 

3.9 Quasispin Symmelry Bwnking by Mass nnd LiJelitne Diflerenees 

The lifetime difference is determined by phase space and independent 01 the standard 
model. The mars difTcrence is determined by dynamical etTects depending upon standard 
model. Lifetime symmetry breaking is dominant in the kaon system where a pure Ii‘ state 
can be produced simply by waiting. Mass breaking is dominant in heavy quark mesons and 
can be described BS a “magnetic field” in quasispin space. 

In the B system where the lifetime difference is negligible we denote the mass eigen-’ 
states as B‘ (light) and BH (heavy), rather than long and short, The states BL and BH are 
orthogonal and eqs. (3.2) and (3.5) can be rewritten 

I&) = Wv’%lW + Ip)); Qr IBL) = IEd ; (BLIOZ IBL) = (&I OY IBL) = 0 (3.8a) 

IS,) = (l/&%IB”) - 183); (1. I&) = - I&/) ; (BHI~~ I&) = (&I uy 15’~) = 0 
(3.8b) 

I@) = (l/d$(e’*J IB’) + e-“J’* 183) = ei’+l’2 IL?‘); (B,‘Io. 1B;) = 0 (3.9a) 

IB;) = (I/&?)(& 1~9”) - e-iBf’* 18’)) = e’n’BJ’ZIB~); (8;) 02 1B;) = 0 (3.9b) 

A geometrical picture of the quasispin space is shown,in Fig. 1 

Figure 1. Geometrical representation of quasispin space 
The time development of a general neutral B meson state is given by the product of 

a common exponential decay for all states and a quasispin precession in th? magnetic field. 
Thus for a meson which is in the state IB(0)) at time 1 = 0 

Is(l)) = e-f’e-‘Y”“‘/“IB(0)) = E-C’. [cm($) - in,sin(+)) lB(Oj) (3.10) 
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where I‘ is the decay width and w the nuw difference between the two eigenatates. 

3.3 Ezpcrimcnla aa Qua&pin Polarization Measuremcnb 

Many experiments can he described as polarization measurements in some direction 
in quasispin space at time t of a beam polarized at f = 0. A neutral B produced at time t = 0 
in a h&ironic experiment together with another B can be tagged 88 B or B by observing lhe 
decay of the other B. In many experiments the decay of the tagged B is observed to decay 
at time t and the quantity of physical interest is the difference between the decay rates into 
a given final state f for B’s tagged a B or B. This is proportional to the expression: 

N(B" - J) - N(B' --+ f) = I(B,/Ie-'"*("') IB")I' - I(B,'/ e-iM=("2) I”“) I’ (3.11,~) 

N(B" --. f) - N(B" -, f) = (B1le-"“('ll),~,iY~=trll) IB,I) = @,'I L&-~~'IB,') = 

= (BLI ur cos(wt)+io.o,sin(wt) 1~:') = (BLJ (I, 1~:) cas(wt)-(B,II rry 1~:) sin(wt) (3,llb) 

where we have used quasispin algebra in the basis (B,';BI) defined by eq.(3.3). 

For the case where the state IBM) is IE”) we obtain 

N(B" --t B")- N(B'- B")= cas(wt) (3.12) 

This is just the well known B” - p mixing independent of all CP violation, described here 
as a quasispin polarization measurement in the I direction at time t of a beam polarized in 
the I direction at 1 = 0;. 

If IB;)' IS an equal mixture of B” and @ eq. (3.9b) gives 

N(B"+ f)- N(B” + J)= -(B~le-~~*~h~e ioas~/2 IB,) sin(&) = -sin(&) sine, 
(3.13) 

The same approach can be applied to an experiment in which a B is tagged in some 
state IB$ and its decay is observed after a time t in a mode allowed only for B or allowed 
only for B; e.g. leptonic modes. The difference between the probabilities of decay into B or 
B allowed modes; e.g. a lepton asymmetry, is just given by the quasispin polarization in the 
I direction of the tagged state. 

I (B”I ,-k(1/*) I&) I* _ 1 (8”l e-i-(l/*) I@) I* = (B;l ,iY~.(:/*),*,-;Y~.(I/*) IB’j) 

= (Bllo, IB,J)cos(wl) + (B~lo, IB,I)sin(wt) (3.140) 

A common example of such an experiment is the T(4S) decay, (3.7), where one B decays 
into a CP eigenstate like K& and the other into a leptonic mode*. In the basis (B,; B,) 
where (Ks$lTlB,) = 0 the second B is tagged to be in the state IB") (3.9a) at the time 
that the K& decay of the other B is observed, and 

I (&‘I e-iYo~(l/s) IB,!) 1’ - [(PI eeiyo~(‘/*) IBL) Ia = - sin(wt) sin 0, (3.146) 

In the same experiment, the cue where leptonic decay occurs before the KS+ decay the 
observed lepton asymmetry is given by eq. (3.13) but with opposite sign, since observing 
a En decay tags the other as p and vice versa. Thus combining eqs. (3.13) and (3.14b) 
shows that the lepton asymmetry observed at time tl when a I<,+ decay is observed at a 

later time ta = I, + 1 is equal and opposite to that ohs&ed at time tl = 1, + t when a KS+ 
decay is observed at M earlier lime tt. Thus the CP-violating leptoo asymmetry cancels 
out if the resulta are integrated over time. Since time meesurementa are difficult in the rest 
frame of the T(4S) where the two B mesons move very slowly “asymmetric B factories” have 
been proposed to produce the ‘I(4S) in flight so that the B meson8 traverese a measurable 
distance before decay. This cancellation ia also shown by another quasispin algebra identitya, 

= 1 (&I ,iua.(f/s) I*“) 1 = 1 (B’I ,-id*/*) IB”.)’ 1 (3.15) 

The probability that a meson created as a B" at time La will be observed M a B,, at time 1% 
equals the pmbability that a meson created as a 8, at time 11 will be observed aa a E’ at 
time tl. Thus 

P(B”(h) - B,(h)] = P{&(h) -+ BW) (3.16) 

P(T(4.T) - ~(h)B,(h)) = P(T(4S) -+ B’(t,)B’(t,)) P{B’(t,) - B,(Q) (3.17‘~) 

PfT(4.q + B"(f,)E~(f2)) = P(T(4S) - B,(tl)B,(f,)} P{&(h) + B"(Q) (3.176) 

P{T(4S) -t B’(W,(fs)J = P(T(4S) - B,(h)LVs)) (3.18) 

4. HOW B AND K PHYSICS DIFFER - GOOD AND BAD NEWS 

No Dominant B Decay Mode 
No Lifetime Difference 
Mass Eigenstatea Not Separated by Waiting 

Many B Decay Modes 
Rich Data - Small Branching Ratios = 1% 
Final State Rescattering Beats Golden Rule 
Conspiracies Beat CPT Restrictions 

B' - p Oscillations During Decay 
Time Dependence Confuses Measurements 
CP Violation Observable in Mixing Phases 

All Dominant Hadronic B decays involve 3 Generations 
CP violation Observable in B Decays in Direct Diagrams b - aid 
CP Violation in c and s decays only via diagrams with virtual t and b quarks 

6. CONCLUSION - THE LIPKIN APPROACH TO CP 

In 1956, after a 100% parity violation’0 was found in a difficult experiment, B much 
simpler experiment” showed that beta rays were polarized, proving parity violation. Anyone 
who had started our experiment” at the same time as Ambler et alI0 would have obtained 
results first and discovered parity violation. But the community had been brainwashed by 
the theorists who insisted that parity violation violated the “standard model” of that time. 
They only considered sensitive experiments where a negative result could shoot down this 
crazy theory, not a simple experiment that could only detect a 100% effect. 

Moral for CP : Don’t be brainwashed by the standard model. It might even fail to 
explain CP and lead to new physics beyond. This would not challenge its validity in all 
other areas. Keep it in mind but try to use a more general approach. Data inadequate for 
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testing standard model CP predictions will be available long before adequate data. These 
preliminary data can supply information useful for planning subsequent experiments. There 
may also be unexpected large effects. Look for easy experiments that even Lipkin can do 

even if theorists say no. Any indication of CP violation in B physics would be a great 
breakthrough. 

Among questions that can be investigated with early data and be useful for future 
plans are: Is there CP violation in B physics? What is the ball park of CP violation7 
What are lhe branching ratios for physically interesting final states like CP eigenstates? 
Are there additional CP eigenstates not yet observed that can be useful; e.g. (a) States 
containing 11. and other charmonium states. (b) States like $K’ where different partial 
waves have different CP eigensvalues - perhaps one partial wave is dominant. (c) States like 
K&’ + I&s+*-X where the particle X is not observed but can be identified by missing 
mass kinematics. How can one estimate penguin contributions? 
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